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In the recent years, development in the robotics 
industry has been growing fast. Much research has 
been devoted to many of its applications, including 
aerial drones that resulted in many commercially 
used drone applications. However, limited works 
have been done in the field of underwater robotics, 
especially to the development of Autonomous 
UnderwaterUnderwater Vehicles (AUV). This study aims to 
contribute to the research of AUV’s by developing a 
real-time underwater diver video detection system 
using object detection algorithms.

Object detection is one of the fundamental 
problems in computer vision. This refers to 
identifying specific objects of interest on a given 
image, and enclosing them in tight bounding 
boxes.Conventional methods primarily use a 
feature-based, sliding-window approach, which 
means sliding a fixed sized window on an input 
imageimage and extracting features from each that are 
then fed into a classifier. More recent and 
state-of-the-art approaches for object detection 
use deep learning architectures through 
convolutional neural networks. 
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